Bent
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

I always love how heavily
variegated yarns look in
the skein, but so often I
am disappointed to see
them knit into items
which either don’t make
the yarn look its best, or
hide the stitch patterning
of the design (or both), so
when I saw this beautiful
variegated yarn I wanted
to design something that
would really make the
best use of the colorway.
What I came up with is
full of very short rows,
turning the short color
segments into stripes, in
chevrons, wavy lines and
ovals, and perpendicular
squishy garter stitch.
The short bursts of color
come together to form a
bent shape, made long
and narrow as a scarf, or
short and wide if you like;
the construction is fun and
modular - no seaming, no picked up stitches!
Bent is copyright Lee Meredith 2016 - for personal
use only, no reprinting/redistributing - thanks! This
was first published by Blue Moon Fiber Arts® as part
of the Socks that Rock® club, in September 2015.
Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or the leethal
ravelry group if you have questions or need help.

You need
‣ enough fingering weight yarn for
your size choice (at right), or
you can use a different weight
(see sizing notes on the next
page); variegated colorways
with color segments around
10-15 inches / 25-38 cm work
the best
-- lightweight sample (main sample)
used 1 skein of Blue Moon Fiber
Arts Socks that Rock Lightweight
(club-exclusive colorway, 405
yards / 370 meters)

-- bulky sample (bottom photo) used 1 full skein of Blue
Moon Fiber Arts Targhee Bulky (Portland Plaid, 462
yards / 422 meters) with size US 9 (5.5mm) needles
‣ a long circular needle (32”/80cm or longer) US size
4 (3.5mm) for fingering gauge, or sized to match
your yarn weight
‣ 1 stitch marker

Gauge
Fingering weight: 22 stitches and 42 rows per 4
inches in garter stitch.
If you’re using a different weight, no need to
measure your gauge. Unless you want to match the
bulky sample exactly, which has a gauge of approx 14
stitches and 32 rows per 4 inches in garter stitch.

Sizing
There are two sets of sizes - length and width (width
will always be italicized to differentiate it from length).
These can be mixed and matched as you like,
depending on the kind of shape you want.
In the fingering weight gauge given above,
sizes are as follows (with yardage estimates as listed
in the spreadsheet below).
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣
‣

Shortest length = 34 inches / 86 cm
Short length = 44 inches / 112 cm
Medium length = 54 inches / 137 cm
Long length = 64 inches / 163 cm
Longest length = 74 inches / 188 cm
Narrowest width = 4.5 inches / 11.5 cm
Narrow width = 6.25 inches / 16 cm
Medium width = 7.75 inches / 20 cm
Wide width = 9 inches / 23 cm
Widest width = 10.5 inches / 27 cm

fingering weight
yardage estimates
yards in narrowest width
meters in narrowest width
yards in narrow width
meters in narrow width
yards in medium width
meters in medium width
yards in wide width
meters in wide width
yards in widest width
meters in widest width
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shortest
187
171
240
220
293
268
346
316
399
364

short
242
221
311
284
380
347
449
410
518
473

medium
296
271
381
348
466
426
551
504
636
581

long
351
320
452
413
553
505
654
597
755
690

longest
405
370
522
477
639
584
756
691
873
798
2

center
point

ends

Finished piece

(bulky weight,
shortest length, 2
stitches fewer than
narrowest width)

(fingering weight, longest length,
narrowest width)

approx to scale
with each other
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